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ABSTRACT
Fuzzy Predicate Logic with evaluated syntax together with resolution principle is presented. The paper
focuses mainly on modelling and treating redudancy in
knowledge bases. It presents original resolution rule together with algorithm DCF - Detection of Consequent
Formulas developed especially for fuzzy logic with evaluated syntax.
REASONING IN FUZZY PREDICATE LOGIC
WITH EVALUATED SYNTAX
The problem of effective modelling and reasoning
on knowledge bases rises especially when dealing with
many-valued logics. We would like to recall previously
devised notions and methods of fuzzy resolution principle and then show original efficient methods making
such a reasoning tractable.
Fuzzy Predicate Logic with Evaluated Syntax (FPL)
[Novák, V., Perfilieva, I., Močkoř, J., 1999] is a
well-studied and wide-used logic capable of expressing
vagueness. It has a lot of applications based on robust theoretical background. It also requires an efficient formal proof theory. However the most widely
applied resolution principle [Dukić, N., Avdagić, Z.,
2005] brings syntactically several obstacles mainly arising from normal form transformation. There are also
recent attempts of similarity based resolution [Mondal,
B., Raha, S., 2012], but our approach is based on classical proof theory of FPL. FPL is associating with even
harder problems when trying to use the resolution principle. Solutions to these obstacles based on the nonclausal resolution [Bachmair, L., Ganzinger, H., 1997]
were already proposed in [Habiballa, H., 2006].
In this article it would be presented a natural integration of these two formal logical systems into fully
functioning inference system with effective proof search
strategies. It leads to the refutational resolution theorem prover for FPL (RRT PF P L ). Another issue adProceedings 27th European Conference on Modelling and
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dressed in the paper concerns to the efficiency of presented inference strategies developed originally for the
proving system. It is showed their perspectives in combination with standard proof-search strategies. The
main problem for the fuzzy logic theorem proving lies
in the large amount of possible proofs with different
degrees and there is presented an algorithm (Detection
of Consequent Formulas - DCF) solving this problem.
The algorithm is based on detection of such redundant
formulas (proofs) with different degrees.
The article presents the method which is the main
point of the work on any automated prover. There
is a lot of strategies which make proofs more efficient
when we use refutational proving. We consider wellknown strategies - orderings, filtration strategy, set of
support etc. One of the most effective strategies is the
elimination of consequent formulas. It means the check
if a resolvent is not a logical consequence of a formula in
set of axioms or a previous resolvent. If such a condition
holds it is reasonable to not include the resolvent into
the set of resolvents, because if the refutation can be
deduced from it, then so it can be deduced from the
original resolvent, which it implies of.
Resolution and Fuzzy Predicate Logic
The fuzzy predicate logic with evaluated syntax is
a flexible and fully complete formalism, which will be
used for the below presented extension [Novák, V., Perfilieva, I., Močkoř, J., 1999]. In order to use an efficient form of the resolution principle we have to extend
the standard notion of a proof (provability value and
degree) with the notion of refutational proof (refutation degree). Propositonal version of the fuzzy resolution principle has been already presented in [Habiballa,
H., 2002]. We suppose that set of truth values is
Lukasiewicz algebra. Therefore we assume standard
notions of conjunction, disjunction etc. to be bound
with Lukasiewicz operators.
We will assume Lukasewicz algebra to be
LL = h[0, 1], ∧, ∨, ⊗, →, 0, 1i

where [0, 1] is the interval of reals between 0 and 1,
which are the smallest and greatest elements respectively. Basic and additional operations are defined as
follows:
a ⊗ b = 0 ∨ (a + b − 1) a → b = 1 ∧ (1 − a + b)
a ⊕ b = 1 ∧ (a + b) ¬a = 1 − a
The biresiduation operation ↔ could be defined a ↔
b =df (a → b) ∧ (b → a), where ∧ is infimum operation.
The following properties of LL will be used in the sequel:
a ⊗ 1 = a, a ⊗ 0 = 0, a ⊕ 1 = 1, a ⊕ 0 = a, a → 1 = 1,
a → 0 = ¬a, 1 → a = a, 0 → a = 1
The syntax and semantics of fuzzy predicate logic is
following:
• terms t1 , ..., tn are defined as in FOL
• predicates with p1 , ..., pm are syntactically equivalent
to FOL ones. Instead of 0 we write ⊥ and instead of
1 we write >, connectives - & (Lukasiewicz conjunction), ∇ (Lukasiewicz disjunction), ⇒ (implication),
¬ (negation), ∀X (universal quantifier),∃X (existential
quantifier) and furthermore by FJ we denote set of all
formulas of fuzzy logic in language J
• FPL formulas have the following semantic interpretations (D is the universe): Interpretation of
terms is equivalent to FOL, D(pi (ti1 , ..., tin )) =
Pi (D(ti1 ), ..., D(tin )) where Pi is a fuzzy relation assigned to pi , D(aa) = a for a ∈ [0, 1], D(A & B) =
D(A)⊗D(B), D(A ∇ B) = D(A)⊕D(B), D(A ⇒ B) =
D(A) → D(B), D(¬A)
= ¬D(A),
V
D(∀X(A))
=
D(A[x/d]|d
∈ D), D(∃X(A)) =
W
D(A[x/d]|d ∈ D)
Graded fuzzy predicate calculus assigns grade to every axiom,
 in which the formula is valid. It will be written as a A where A is a formula and a is a syntactic
evaluation. We use several standard notions defined in
[Novák, V., Perfilieva, I., Močkoř, J., 1999] namely: inference rule, formal fuzzy theory with set of logical and
special axioms, evaluated formal proof.
Definition 1: Inference rule
An n-ary inference rule r in the graded logical system
is a scheme


a1 A1 , ..., an An
(1)
r : evl

r (a1 , ..., an ) rsyn (A1 , ..., An )


using which the evaluated formulas a1 A1 , ..., an An
are assigned the evaluated formula

revl (a1 , ..., an ) rsyn (A1 , ..., An ). The syntactic operation rsyn is a partial n-ary operation on FJ and the
evaluation operation revl is an n-ary lower semicontinous operation on L (i.e. it preserves arbitrary suprema
in all variables).
Definition 2: Formal fuzzy theory
A formal fuzzy theory T in the language J is a triple
T = hLAx, SAx, Ri
where LAx ⊂ FJ is a fuzzy set of logical axioms, SAx ⊂
∼
∼
FJ is a fuzzy set of special axioms, and R is a set of
sound inference rules.

Definition 3: Evaluated proof, refutational proof
and refutation degree
An evaluated formal proof of a formula A from the
fuzzy set X ⊂ FJ is a finite sequence of evaluated
∼



formulas w := a0 A0 , a1 A1 , ..., an An such that
An := A and for each i ≤ n, either there exists an mary inference rule r such that


ai Ai := revl (ai1 , ..., aim ) rsyn (Ai1 , ..., Aim ),


i1 , ..., im < n or ai Ai := X(Ai ) Ai .
We will denote the value of the evaluated proof by
V al(w) = an .
An evaluated refutational formal proof
A
 of a formula

from X is w, where additionally a0 A0 := 1 ¬A and
An := ⊥. V al(w) = an is called refutation degree of A.
Definition 4: Provability and truth
Let T be a fuzzy theory and A ∈ FJ a formula. We
write T `a A and say that the formula A is a theorem
in the degree a, or provable in the degree a in the fuzzy
theory T .
T `a A iff
W
a = {V al(w)| w is a proof of A from LAx ∪ SAx}
We write T |=a A and say that the formula A is true
in the degree a in the fuzzy theory T .
D |= T if ∀A ∈ LAx :
LAx(A) ≤ D(A), A ∈ SAx : SAx(A) ≤ D(A)
^
T |=a A iff a = {D(A) | D |= T }
The fuzzy modus ponens rule could be formulated
(we use special notion of most general unifier as defined
in [Habiballa, H., 2012]):
Definition 5: Fuzzy modus ponens


a A, b A ⇒ B

rM P :
(2)
a⊗b B
where from premise A holding in the degree a and
premise A ⇒ B holding in the degree b we infer B
holding in the degree a ⊗ b.
In classical logic rM P could be viewed as a special
case of the resolution. The fuzzy resolution rule presented below is also able to simulate fuzzy rM P . From
this fact the completeness of a system based on resolution can be deduced. It will only remain to prove the
soundness. It is possible to introduce following notion
of resolution w.r.t. the modus ponens.
Definition 6: General resolution for fuzzy predicate logic (GRF P L )


a F [G1 , , ..., Gk ], b F 0 [G01 , ..., G0n ]

rGR :
(3)
a ⊗ b F σ[G/⊥] ∇ F 0 σ[G/>]
where σ = M GU (A) is the most general unifier (MGU)
of the set of the atoms
A = {G1 , . . . , Gk , G01 , . . . , G0n } , G = G1 σ. For every
variable α in F or F 0 , (Sbt(γ) = α) ∩ σ = ∅ ⇒
F is called positive and F’ is called negative premise,
G represents an occurrence of an atom. The expression
F σ[G/⊥] ∨ F 0 σ[G/>] is the resolvent of the premises
on G.

Lemma 1: Soundness of rGR
The inference rule rGR for FPL based on LL is sound
i.e. for every truth valuation D,
D(rsyn (A1 , ..., An )) ≥ revl (D(A1 ), ..., D(An ))

(4)

holds true.
Definition 7: Refutational resolution theorem
prover for FPL
Refutational non-clausal resolution theorem prover for
FPL (RRT PF P L ) is the inference system with the inference rule GRF P L and sound simplification rules for
⊥, > (standard equivalencies for logical constants). A
refutational proof by definition 3 represents a proof of
a formula G (goal) from the set of special axioms N.
Definition 8: Simplification rules for ∇ , ⇒


a >⇒ A
a ⊥∇ A


and rs⇒
rs ∇ :
⇒ :
a A
a A
Lemma 2: Provability and refutation degree
for GRF P L
T
W `a A iff a =
{V al(w)| w is a refutational proof of A from LAx∪
SAx}
Theorem 1: Completeness for fuzzy logic with
rGR , rs ∇ , rs⇒
⇒ instead of rM P
Formal fuzzy theory, where rM P is replaced with rGR ,
rs ∇ , rs⇒
⇒ , is complete i.e. for every A from the set of
formulas T `a A iff T |=a A.
MODELLING OF REDUNDANCY
The author also currently implements the nonclausal theorem prover into fuzzy logic as an extension of previous prover for FOL (GEneralized Resolution Deductive System - GERDS) [Habiballa, H.,
2006]. Experiments concerning prospective inference
strategies can be performed with this extension. The
prover called Fuzzy Predicate Logic GEneralized Resolution Deductive System (Fig. 1) - FPLGERDS provides standard interface for input (knowledge base and
goals) and output (proof sequence and results of fuzzy
inference, statistics).
There are already several efficient strategies proposed
by author (mainly Detection of Consequent Formulas
(DCF) adopted for the usage also in FPL). With these
strategies the proving engine can be implemented in
real-life applications since the complexity of theorem
proving in FPL is dimensionally harder than in FOL
(the need to search for all possible proofs - we try to
find the best refutation degree). The DCF idea is to
forbid the addition of a resolvent which is a logical consequence of any previously added resolvent. For refutational theorem proving it is a sound and complete
strategy and it is emiprically very effective. Completeness of such a strategy is also straight-forward in FOL:
(Rold ` Rnew ) ∧ (U, Rnew ` ⊥) ⇒ (U, Rold ` ⊥)
Example: Rnew = p(a), Rold = ∀x(p(x)), Rold ` Rnew .
DCF could be implemented by the same procedures like General Resolution (we may utilize selfresolution). Self-resolution has the same positive and

Fig. 1. Fuzzy Predicate Logic GEneralized Resolution Deductive
System

negative premise and needs to resolve all possible combinations of an atom. It uses the following scheme:
Rold ` Rnew ⇔ ¬(Rold → Rnew ) ` ⊥
Even the usage of this teachnique is a semidecidable
problem, we can use time or step limitation of the algorithm and it will not affect the completeness of the
RRT PF OL .
Example:
Rnew = p(a), Rold = ∀x(p(x)),
¬(∀x(p(x)) → p(a))
MGU: Sbt(x) = a, Res = ¬(⊥ → ⊥) ∨ ¬(> → >) ⇒ ⊥
We have proved that Rnew is a logical consequence of
Rold .
In FPL we have to enrich the DCF procedure by the
limitation on the provability degree. if U `a Rold ∧
U `b Rnew ∧ b ≤ a then we can apply DCF. DCF
Trivial check performs a symbolic comparison of Rold
and Rnew we use the same provability degree condition.
In other cases we have to add Rnew into the set of
resolvents and we can apply DCF Kill procedure. DCF
Kill searches for every Rold being a logical consequence
of Rnew and if U `a Rold ∧ U `b Rnew ∧ b ≥ a then
Kill Rold (resolvent is removed).
We will now show some efficiency results concerning many-valued logic both for Fuzzy Predicate
Logic. We have used the above mentioned application FPLGERDS and originally developed DCF strategy for FPL. It is clear that inference in RRT PF P L and
RRT PF DL on general knowledge bases is a problem
solved in exponential time. Nevertheless as we would
like to demonstrate the need to search for every possible
proof (in contrast to the two-valued logic) will not necessarily in particular cases lead to the inefficient theory.
We have devised knowledge bases (KB) on the following
typical problems related to the use of fuzzy logic.

We have performed experimental measurements concerning efficiency of the presented non-clausal resolution principle and also DCF technique. These measurements were done using the FPLGERDS application [Habiballa, H., 2006a]. Special testing knowledge
bases were prepared and several types of inference were
tested on a PC with standard Intel Pentium 4 processor
as described below.
FUZZY PREDICATE LOGIC REDUNDANCYBASED INEFFICIENT KNOWLEDGE BASES
As it was shown above in the theorem proving example the problem of proof search is quite different in
FPL and FDL in comparison with the two-valued logic.
We have to search for the best refutation degree using
refutational theorem proving in order to make sensible conclusions from the inference process. It means
we cannot accept the first successful proof, but we
have to check ”all possible proofs” or we have to be
sure that every omitted proof is worse that some another one. The presented DCF and DCF Kill technique
belong to the third sort of proof search strategies, i.e.
they omit proofs that are really worse than some another (see the explication above). Proofs and formulas
causing this could be called redundant proofs and redundant formulas. Fuzzy logic makes this redundancy
dimensionally harder since we could produce not only
equivalent formulas but also equivalent formulas of different evaluation degree.
Example 1: Redundant knowledge base
Consider the following knowledge base (fragment):
..., 
0.51 a ∧ b1 ⇒ z,

0.61 a ∧ b1 ∧ b1 ⇒ z,

0.71 a ∧ b1 ∧ b1 ∧ b1 ⇒ z,

0.81 a ∧ b1 ∧ b1 ∧ b1 ∧ b1 ⇒ z,


0.91 a ∧ b1 ∧ b1 ∧ b1 ∧ b1 ∧ b1 ⇒ z, 1 b1 ,
..., 
0.52 a ∧ b2 ⇒ z,

0.62 a ∧ b2 ∧ b2 ⇒ z,

0.72 a ∧ b2 ∧ b2 ∧ b2 ⇒ z,

0.82 a ∧ b2 ∧ b2 ∧ b2 ∧ b2 ⇒ z,


0.92 a ∧ b2 ∧ b2 ∧ b2 ∧ b2 ∧ b2 ⇒ z, 1 b2 ,
...,
Goal: ? − a ⇒ z
Searching for the best proof of a goal will produce a lot
of logically equivalent formulas with different degrees.
These resolvents make the inference process inefficient
and one of the essential demands to the presented refutational theorem prover is a reasonable inference strategy with acceptable time complexity.
We have compared efficiency of the standard
breadth-first search, linear search and modified
linear search (starting from every formula in knowledge base) and also combinations with DCF and DCFkill technique [Habiballa, H., 2006a]. We have prepared
knowledge bases of the size 120, 240, 360, 480 and 600
formulas. It has been compared the time and space efficiency on the criterion of 2 redundancy levels. This

level represents the number of redundant formulas to
which the formula is equivalent (including the original
formula). For example the level 5 means the knowledge
base contain 5 equivalent redundant formulas for every
formula (including the formula itself). The basic possible state space search techniques and DCF heuristics
and their combinations are presented in the following
tables.
Search
Breadth
Linear
Mod-Linear

B
L
M

Description
Level order generation
Resolvent ⇒ premise
Resolvent ⇒ premise, goal+SAx

Table 1. Proof search algorithms
We use standard state space search algorithms in
the FPLGERDS application - Breadth-first and Linear
search. Breadth-first method searches for every possible resolvent from the formulas of the level 0 (goal and
special axioms). These resolvents form formulas of the
level 1 and we try to combine them with all formulas of
the same and lower level and continue by the same procedure until no other non-redundant resolvent could be
found. Linear search performs depth-first search procedure, where every produced resolvent is used as one
of the premises in succeeding step of inference. The
first produced resolvents arises from the goal formula.
Modified linear search method posses the same procedure as linear one, but it starts from goal and also from
all the special axioms.
DCF type
Trivial
DCF
DCF Kill

T
DC
DK

Description
Exact symbolic comparison
New consequent resol. dispose
DCF + all old consequent res.

Table 2. DCF heuristics
DCF methods for reduction of resolvent space are
basically three. The simplest is trivial DCF method,
which detects redundant resolvent only by its exact
symbolic comparison, i.e. formulas are equivalent only
if the are syntactically the same. Even it is a very rough
method, it is computationally very simple and forms
necessary essential restriction for possibly infinite inference process. The next method of DCF technique
enables do detect the equivalency of a formula (potential new resolvent) by the means described above.
DCF Kill technique additionally tries to remove every
redundant resolvent from the set of resolvents. The
important aspect of the theorem DCF lies in its simple implementation into an automated theorem prover
based on general resolution. The prover handles formulas in the form of syntactical tree. It is programmed a
procedure performing general resolution with two formulas on an atom. This procedure is also used for
the implementation of the theorem. A ”virtual tree”
is created from candidate and former resolvent (axiom)
connected by negated implication. Then it remains to
perform self-resolution on such formula until a logical
value is obtained. Let us compare the efficiency of standard strategies and the above-defined one.

Search
Breadth
Breadth
Breadth
Mod. Linear
Mod. Linear
Mod. Linear
Linear
Linear
Linear

DCF
Trivial
DCF
DCF Kill
Trivial
DCF
DCF Kill
Trivial
DCF
DCF Kill

Code
BT
BDC
BDK
MT
MDC
MDK
LT
LDC
LDK

Description
Complete
Complete
Complete
Incomplete (+)
Incomplete (+)
Incomplete (+)
Incomplete
Incomplete
Incomplete

Table 3. Inference strategies
We have built-up 9 combinations of inference strategies from the mentioned proof search and DCF heuristics. They have different computational strength, i.e.
their completeness is different for various classes of formulas. Fully complete (as described above) for general formulas of FPL and FDL are only breadth-first
search combinations. Linear search strategies are not
complete even for two-valued logic and horn clauses.
Modified linear search has generally bad completeness
results when an infinite loop is present in proofs, but
for guarded knowledge bases it can assure completeness preserving better space efficiency than breadthfirst search.

efficiency for inference process. As it could be observed
from figure 2, the best results have LDK and LDC
strategies. For simple guarded knowledge bases (not
leading to an infinite loop in proof search and where
the goal itself assures the best refutation degree) these
two methods are very efficient. DCF strategies significantly reduces the proof search even in comparison
with LT strategy (standard), therefore the usage of any
non-trivial DCF heuristics is significant. Next important result concludes from the comparison of BDK and
MDK, MDC strategies. We can conclude that MDK
and MDC strategies are relatively comparable to BDK
and moreover BDK preserves completeness for general
knowledge bases.
Space complexity is even more significantly affected
by the DCF heuristics. There is an interesting comparison of trivial and non-trivial DCF heuristics in figure 3. Even BDK strategy brings significant reduction
of resolvents amount, while LDK, LDC, MDK, MDC
strategies have minimal necessary amount of kept resolvents during inference process.

Fig. 3. Space complexity for redundancy level 5 (resolvents)

Fig. 2. Time complexity for redundancy level 5 (seconds)

We tested presented inference strategies on sample
knowledge bases with redundancy level 5 with 20, 40,
60, 80 and 100 groups of mutually redundant formulas
(total number of formulas in knowledge base is 120, 240,
360, 480 and 600). At first we have tested their time

Performed experiments shows the significance of originally developed DCF strategies in combination with
standard breadth-first search (important for general
knowledge bases - BDK). We also outlined high efficiency for linear search based strategies (mainly LDK).
Even this strategy is not fully complete and could be
used only for guarded fragment of FDL, this problem is
already known in classical (two-valued) logic programming and automated theorem proving. We also use

these highly efficient linear search strategies, even they
are not complete.
CONCLUSIONS
The Non-clausal Refutational Resolution Theorem
Prover forms a powerful inference system for automated theorem proving in fuzzy predicate logic. The
main advantage in contrast with other inference systems lies in the possibility to utilize various inference
strategies for effective reasoning. Therefore it is essential for practically successful theorem proving.
The Detection of Consequent Formulas algorithms
family brings significant improvements in time and
space efficiency for the best proof search. It has
been shown results indicating specific behavior of some
combinations of the DCF and standard proof search
(breadth-first and linear search).
DCF strategies
(BDC, BDK) have interesting results even for fully
general fuzzy predicate logic with evaluated syntax,
where the strategy makes the inference process practically manageable (in contrast to unrestricted blind
proof-search). However it seems to be more promising
for practical applications to utilize incomplete strategies with high time efficiency like LDK (even for large
knowledge bases it has very short solving times). It
conforms to another successful practical applications
in two-valued logic like logic programming or deductive
databases where there are also used efficient incomplete
strategies for fragments of fully general logics.
It has been briefly presented some efficiency results
for the presented automated theorem prover and inference strategies. They show the significant reduction
of time and space complexity for the DCF technique.
Experimental application FPLGERDS can be obtained
from URL:
http://irafm.osu.cz/en/c104 fplgerds/
The package contains current version of the application,
source codes, examples and documentation.
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